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Abstract 

This essay presents a comparative analysis of the characterizations of the female protagonists 

                                 s Pride and Prejudice (1813), and Becky Sharp            

                     s Vanity Fair (1847-1848). The analysis is conducted from a gender 

perspective, and with the use of feminist criticism. The two novels complement each other 

since they are both satirical images of society, concerning aspects such as class and gender. 

Also, both novels  portray women climbing the class ladder, during the period of the 

Napoleonic wars. In the comparison, the main focus lies on the social satire constructed 

around the heroines of these novels. I come to the conclusion              s                s 

characterizations are very different from each other, mainly due to their different satirical 

approaches. This conclusion is put in relation to a patriarchal context and to feminist values. 

 

 

Sammanfattning 

I denna uppsats presenteras en komparativ analys av karaktäriseringarna av de kvinnliga 

huvudkaraktärerna Elizabeth Bennet i Jane Austens Stolthet och Fördom (1813), och Becky 

Sharp i William Makepeace Thackerays Vanity Fair (1847-1848). Analysen är utförd från ett 

genusperspektiv, och med användning av feministisk samhällskritik. De två romanerna 

kompletterar varandra då de båda är satiriska illustreringar av samhället, och både rör aspekter 

såsom klass och genus. Dessutom porträtterar båda novellerna klassklättrande kvinnor under 

tiden för Napoleonkrigen. I jämförelsen ligger största fokuset på samhällssatiren konstruerad 

kring hjältinnorna i de båda romanerna. Jag når slutsatsen att Austens och Thackerays 

karaktäriseringar skiljer sig mycket från varandra, främst på grund av författarnas skilda 

förhållningssätt till sin satir. Denna slutsats relateras till en patriarkal kontext, samt till 

feministiska värderingar. 
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In this essay I conduct a comparative analysis of the characterizations of the female 

protagonists                                ʼs Pride and Prejudice (1813), and Becky Sharp 

                              ʼs Vanity Fair (1847-1848). These two novels complement 

each other since they both portray women living during the period of the Napoleonic wars. 

The portraits and treatment of female protagonists in  nineteenth-century literature is a 

rewarding subject for an essay, and I am especially interested in the social satire constructed 

around the heroines of these novels. I will argue that Austenʼs              ʼs 

characterizations of their female protagonists are very different from each other, mainly due 

to their different approach to satire and irony, with Austen being more subdued and nuanced, 

while Thackeray has a harsher and more straightforward satirical approach. The comparative 

characterization analysis is conducted from a gender perspective, and with the use of feminist 

criticism. 

First of all, the novels are not only both set during the time of the Napoleonic wars, but 

also have similar social contexts. It was a time when social structures started to be challenged, 

and when it was possible to advance in class. And not only was the  middle class rising, but so 

was the power of women due to the female emancipation. However, women still depended  on 

marriage for financial survival which made courtship a central focus of their lives. This reality 

is portrayed in both Pride and Prejudice and Vanity Fair. While Thacke   ’   ov   w   

          35        f          ’ ,       g       x        o   f             o     w        w   

w      ,               f        g        g     wo   ’   o    o      o     . As Professor Peter 

Barry  x      , “in nineteenth-century fiction very few women work for a living, unless they 

are driven to it by dire necessity. Instead, the focu  of             o         o   ʼs choice of 

marriage partner, which will decide her ultimate social position and   exclusively determine 

her happiness and fulfillment in life, or her lack of these” (117). Even so, prior to the 

publications of the two novels, in Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), one of the 

earliest feminist philosophers Mary Wollstonecraft argues that women should be treated as 

the rational equals of men. Since both Elizabeth Bennet and Becky Sharp are strong females 

climbing the class ladder their characterizations is, throughout this essay, put in relation to 

 o    o     f ʼ  v      and ideas of equality between both sexes.  

Secondly, both novels are satirical images of society in which both Austen and 

Thackeray, respectively, challenge prevailing societal structures. Social satire was, in the 

Romantic Era, an upcoming novel genre, in which authors addressed political themes. In his 

essential book for understanding the nature of historic writing, historian Hayden White 

 x                       “  o             v  g             o             g  eriods of wars [...]. 
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Irony represents the passage of the age of heroes and of the capacity to believe in heroism. 

This anti-   o       w              ʻ          ʼ of Ro         ” (232). Thackeray has a 

harsh and straightforward satirical approach, while Austen is more subdued and nuanced. In 

the time of which both Pride and Prejudice and Vanity Fair were written, the female novelist 

was at a disadvantage.    o    g  o P          , “    f      writer is seen as suffering the 

handicap of having to use a medium (prose writing) which is essentially a male instrument 

f    o    fo           o   ˮ (121). However, I have chosen to ignore the genders of the 

authors in my analysis. Even though their different satirical approaches are very much visible 

in their characterizations, it would be impossible to establish that they are caused by the 

gender of the author rather than by any number of other factors.  

While Austen is famous for being one of the first novelists to use free indirect discourse, 

w            o  o                o ’  vo   , Thackeray uses meta-commentary, by which a 

very intrusive omniscient narrator discusses the novel-writing itself and admits to being cruel 

to his characters:  

And as we bring our characters forward, I will ask leave, as a man and a brother, 

not only to introduce them, but occasionally to step down from the platform. and 

talk about them: if they are good and kindly, to love them and shake them by the 

hand: if they are silly, to laugh at them confidentially in the reader's sleeve: if 

they are wicked and heartless, to abuse them in the strongest term which 

politeness admits of. (Thackeray 76)       

Both female protagonists are accomplished, intelligent and beautiful women, but Austen has a 

greater sympathy for her heroine, while Thackeray’        o  often reminds the reader of the 

fact that Becky Sharp deserves any misfortune that happens to her. In addition, as a character 

Becky Sharp is more complex than Elizabeth Bennet. Even her surname, Sharp, suggests that 

there is something fierce about her. Her character is double and can be interpreted as both the 

heroine and the villain of the novel.
1
  

I would like to start off by accounting for the characters of the heroines as such, and 

also to illustrate how they are introduced in Pride and Prejudice and Vanity Fair respectively. 

Both Elizabeth Bennet and Becky Sharp have in common that they are dynamic characters 

who develop in the course of each narrative. Also, they are both complex characters with 

                                                           
1 Becky Sharp can be discussed in terms of the anti-heroine of Vanity Fair, a novel with the 

subtitle A Novel Without a Hero. Yet Thackeray, in fact, acknowledges Becky as its heroine: 

“our readers will recollect that, though young in years, our heroine was old in life and 

experience, and we have written to no purpose if they have not discovered that she was a very 

   v   wo   ” (87). I will therefore consider Becky Sharp the heroine of Vanity Fair. 
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multiple character traits, although Becky Sharp is more diverse as she easily adapts her 

persona for different purposes. Y  ,                    ʼ  different approaches to satire is 

mirrored in the characterizations of their female protagonists, and the revelations of the two 

heroines are done very differently in the two novels. Thackeray uses a direct method in which 

his narrator simply tells the reader what his heroine is like. In contrast, Austen uses an indirect 

method of revealing her heroine by showing rather than telling the reader of the other 

character ʼ o    o  of          .         v            fo        ʼ  specific type of narrative, 

which is very much built on dialogue and in which she does not give much room for the voice 

of her narrator. Compared to Thackeray, Austen has a more feminine way of writing, as she, 

as Sarah Morrison points out,        o w     w                o       “    o          o       

  f    o  ʼ      g” (341).    o    g  ,                     f         o            o v      o  

between Mr. and Mrs. Bennet: 

     ʻYou are over-scrupulous, surely. I dare say Mr. Bingley will be very glad to 

see you; and I will send a few lines by you to assure him of my hearty consent to 

his marrying whichever he chooses of the girls; though I must throw in a good 

word for my little Liz  .ʼ 

     ʻI desire you will do no such thing. Lizzy is not a bit better than the others; 

and I am sure she is not half so handsome as Jane, nor half so good-humored as 

Lydia. But you are always giving her        f      .ʼ  

     ʻThey have none of them muc   o    o          ,ʼ           ; ʻthey are all 

silly and ignorant like other girls; but Lizzy has something more of quickness 

                .ʼ (Austen 2)  

Already at this early stage in the novel, it is possible to see how Austen, without spelling it 

out through a narrator, sympathizes with her heroine, and how she indirectly compliments her 

through the views of the other characters. In this example, it is through the opinion of her 

father that Elizabeth is shown to be superior to her other four sisters.  

In contrast, in Vanity Fair, the narrative has a more masculine focus, as the narrator 

 v     f           f      “            o    ”( hackeray 76), which Lisa Jadwin points out, 

     w    o “ ff                  ” (670)  in the patriarchal structure Becky Sharp lives in. 

Also, Thackeray has a very direct way of writing, as can be seen when Becky is properly
2
 

introduced by the intrusive narrator: “All the world used her ill, said the young misanthropist, 

and we may be pretty certain that persons whom all the world treats ill deserve entirely the 

                                                           
2 Except when she is mention a letter regarding her friend, Amelia Sedley, which I will 

account for in the subsequent passage. 
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treatment they get. The world is a looking-glass, and gives back to every man the reflection of 

his own f   ” (Thackeray 13). This quote illustrates how the tone at once becomes harsh 

when Becky is introduced. The narrator makes it clear that this heroine deserves whatever 

misfortune might happen to her, as she has brought it upon herself. Unlike Elizabeth Bennet, 

Becky Sharp meets more resistance in her attempts of gaining acceptance in society. This is 

displayed through the opinions of both the narrator and the other characters. 

Thackeray and Austen both write in a third person narrative, yet their focalization and 

style of presentation is very different. In Pride and Prejudice Elizabeth is the main focalizer, 

   ,      o           o ʼ             fo     , is shown to be a very likable character. Also, 

Austen challenges the patriarchal structures in which men are the superior sex, by reducing 

                  o   of                    ,        “ o f    g        ov       o              

social scene as viewed from a distinctive feminine perspective” (Morrison 346). In Vanity 

Fair, Thackeray makes use of several focalizers, with some chapters entirely dedicated to 

male characters. Yet, f o     o    v    fo     o ʼ           v ,      o    ow           

Sharp is harsh. 

  fo   w  g    o          ’            ’    o    nd satire, our investigation will deal 

with the    o    ’  o             ,        g with Becky Sharp. At the time of the Napoleonic 

wars, accomplished women and literary heroines alike were expected to display certain lady-

like features, such as singing and playing the pianoforte, painting, and speaking fluent French. 

In spite of her unfortunate lineage, being the daughter of an artist father and a dancer mother, 

Becky Sharp manages to manipulate Barbara Pinkerton, the headmistress of an academy for 

young ladies, to take her under her wings, and into granting her the opportunities of a lady-

like education to prepare her for a life in society.    w              “     ʼ  f            f   

       o  fo           g   ” (676) of w     many more will follow. However, the reader is 

also informed that her intension     o          “           gov             o      ʼ  f     ” 

(Thackeray 17). Unsatisfied with her situation at the school, Becky, leaves with the urge to 

  v  g       o       f : “  v  g         w     ,       ʼ         ” (          12). When she is 

first introduced in Vanity Fair, she is merely mentioned at the end of a letter from Miss. 

Pinkerton: “P.S.‒     S        o             S     . I       q                 S    ʼ       

in Russell Square may not exceed ten days. The family of distinction with whom she is 

engaged, desire to avail themselves of h      v         oo      o      ” (Thakeray 6). In the 

letter, which really concerns      ʼ  friend, the amiable Amelia Sedley, and is addressed to 

the parents of the latter, the reader is informed of      ʼ   ow       .  
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Soon, the reader also becomes aware of Beckyʼ  fierceness and decisiveness, and that 

she is both strategic and skilled: “     oo    v    g ,      fo  , of           of           

place offered her; and as she was already a musician and a good linguist, she speedily went 

through the little course of study which was considered necessary for ladies in those 

    ” (Thakeray 16).                    o     fo  wo   ʼ      ff              o ,        f 

he shares with Wollstonecraft, he also accounts for Becky’  accomplishments which could 

thus be seen as superior to the average women in society. However in the Victorian culture 

“      w    o      g           ,  v          g,   o      o g-willed women who insisted on 

u   g            ˮ (       54). Unfortunately for Becky, due to prevailing societal structures, 

she has less opportunities in life than women of the superior class, and he is resentful of the 

fact that she, in spite of her education and fine accomplishments, is ignored in society: “I      

thousand times cleverer and more charming than that creature, for all her wealth. I am as well-

                ’  g    -daughter, for all her fine pedigree; and yet every one passes me by 

    ” (Thackeray 16).  

In the second chapter of Vanity Fair,                         S    ʼ  fo          

childhood, due to her unfortunate lineage. I agree with Jadwin, who stresses that this 

childhood is what causes Becky to become the manipulative woman that she is. According to 

   w  ,      ʼ        oo  “      zes her to the myth of chivalric benevolence towards 

ʻ        ʼ wo                ˮ (Jadwin 665). Her experiences in life gives her the power and 

    g     o   f      o    . “             x  o                                   off    wo    

only a submissive route to self-betterment, she learns to entrap and confound her oppressors 

   ow        o          f    of   g  f     o ˮ (Jadwin 666). Becky is a character that refuses 

to settle, and she knows how to manipulate others to make her ambitions become reality. This 

colours her development throughout the novel: “S                           o g   f    f o  

the prison in which she found herself, and now began to act for herself, and for the first time 

to make connect         fo      f     ˮ (Thackeray 16). Despite her female accomplishments 

and her beauty; for “    w                g          o ;     ,      -haired, and with eyes 

                 ow : w          oo            w    v       g , o  ,             v ” 

(Thackeray 14), Becky feels the need to rebel against the structures of society. She is defined 

by Rachel Pietka as an unusual woman with a militant personality, in a relentless pursuit of 

social mobility (239).  In her rebellion, Becky sides with Mary Wollstonecraft, who argued 

that all women had the right to a proper education, and that they should be valued as creatures 

of     : “if women were led to respect themselves, [...] is the only way to make them 

properly attentive to their domestic duties. An active mind embraces the hole circle of its 
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      ,     [...]          o          v      ‒the love of pleasure and the love of sway, that will 

reign paramount in an empty     ˮ (Wollstonecraft 301-02). Noteworthy is how 

Wollstonecraft and Thackeray both blame vanity for what they find troublesome in society, 

although from different standpoints. I   o        o  o    o     f ʼ  earnestness, Thackeray 

shows less naivety towards the idea of the conflicting relation between vanity and the 

educated mind, and uses his irony and his heroine to point to this conflict. In spite of the fact 

that Becky Sharp is an educated woman, she is also socially coloured by her environment and 

prevailing social structures, and is, as the rest of society, motivated by vanity.    

Unlike Becky Sharp,            ’     o    Elizabeth is the daughter of a gentleman 

and she obtains an upbringing suitable for women of her class. She does not have the 

educational privilege to have a governess, but she gives prominence to the fact that her sisters 

          f “w      w       o   g    o     ,                              were necessary” 

(Austen 102). “I  Pride and Prejudice, Austen dramatizes how damaging it has been for 

wo     o                                  fo     ” (G       & G     120),      nfortunately, 

as victims of a patriarchal world order, neither Elizabeth, nor her sisters are the rightful heirs 

of their fathers estate. It is therefore of utmost importance that they acquire lady-like skills as 

a mean to secure their future provision through marriage. Furthermore, unlike Becky, 

Elizabeth is not driven by her rebellion against societal structures, but she does not settle 

either. This is vividly displayed as she defies the wish of her mother, and firmly refuses Mr. 

Co     ʼs hand in marriage: “I        o   g         g    fo      honor you have done me in 

your proposals, but to accept them is absolutely impossible. My feelings in every respect 

forbid it. Can I speak plainer? Do not consider me now as an elegant female, intending to 

plague you, but as a rational creature, spe    g           f o           ˮ (Austen 68). 

El       ʼ        o   o          rational creature, who listens to her feelings, goes against any 

duties of a woman in her position. By refusing the marriage offer, she also turns down another 

generous offer, on behalf of Mr. Collins, that would secure     f     ʼ   state to remain in the 

family after his death. Elizabeth is ahead of her time, and like Becky Sharp, sides with 

Wollstonecraft, who argues that women should be treated as the rational equals of men, rather 

than male property to be traded in marriage. 

Elizabeth is a handsome young woman,          o    f  w           : “  o g         

detected with a critical eye more than one failure of perfect symmetry in her form, he was 

fo      o     ow   g      f g     o      g              gˮ (Austen 13). She is accomplished 

and respected by members of her own society, and by her father especially, who considers 

          “    f vo        g                                   w  ” (G       & G     157). 
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However, she is not fully accepted by the members of the upper class and is described by Mrs. 

Hurst, for instance, as a woman with “ o    g,      o  ,  o    o         ,         g    

excellent walker” (       21). F       o  , in contrast to her accomplishments, Elizabeth is 

also characterized with rather unfeminine traits, such as high integrity. Mr. Darcy initially 

translates this integrity    o “            w     o    o   of     f    o      wo   ˮ (Austen 

14), and he openly shows contempt for Elizabeth: “ʻ       o  o      ?ʼ and turning round 

he looked for a moment at Elizabeth, till catching her eye, he withdrew his own and coldly 

    : ʻShe is tolerable, but not handsome enough to tempt meʼ” (Austen 7). Characters 

expressing harsher feelings than this towards each other is hard to find in Pride and 

Prejudice. 

Neither Becky Sharp nor Elizabeth Bennet are characterized as typical traditional 

heroines, but, even so, they are the two characters in the novels that fulfill the roles of 

heroines the most. Both novels include a foil character as contrast to these heroines, Amelia 

Sedley in Vanity Fair and Jane Bennett in Pride and Prejudice. In Vanity Fair, Amelia 

function as an obvious contrast to Becky Sharp, and Thackeray, on several occasions, 

compares the two. Already in the initial stage of the novel, Thackeray introduces an obvious 

touch of irony as he presents the heroine of his novel, merely as an appendage of a more 

accomplished character. By doing so, Thackeray builds up for the counterpart relationship, 

between Becky and Amelia which is a central theme in his novel. Out of all the female 

characters in Vanity Fair, the sentimental Amelia is, from a traditional standpoint the most 

heroine-esque, and as Becky Sharp is in disgrace, the narrator turns to Amelia and, like he 

does Becky, discusses her in terms of being the heroine of Vanity Fair: “               ,       f 

the world neglected Miss Sharp, she never was known to have done a good action on behalf 

of anybody; nor can it be expected that twenty-four ladies should be all as amiable as the 

heroine of this work, Miss Sedley (whom we have selected for the very reason that she was 

the best-natured of all)ˮ (Thackeray 13). However, compared to Becky Sharp, Amelia Sedley 

does not get as much space in the novel, and Thackeray makes it clear to the reader that 

Becky is a far more complex character, with multiple character traits. In addition, Becky is 

very jealous of her foil character, and not only does she compare herself to her, she also wants 

to outrival her: “Well, let us see if my wits cannot provide me with an honourable 

maintenance, and if some day or the other I cannot show Miss Amelia my real superiority 

over her. Not that I dislike poor Amelia: who can dislike such a harmless, good-natured 

        ?‒o       w         f        w    I                   ov              wo   ,    w  , 

      ,   o    I  o ?ˮ (Thackeray 84). Becky is not the slightest sentimental, and Thackeray 
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continues to effectively characterize her as the perfect counterpart to her sentimental friend, as 

     ʼ  flirtatious manner towards George Osborne, causes a wedge in the wo   ʼ  

relationship. Using Becky, Thackeray mocks Amelia, representing the traditional heroine, and 

    o        g        wo f                ,      ʼ  f erceness and decisiveness, which is 

really the core of what drives Th       ʼ         fo w   ,    o     v    o    x      . 

Thackeray stays true to the literary tradition, in which female characters were either 

characterized as virgins or whores, as    “f     g                  S                S      

   o    g  o        x      ˮ (P      239). 

The traditional literary heroine mirrors the image of the submissive Victorian woman: 

“V   o     ʻf         ʼ   q      wo     o       o ate passivity and helplessness, and by 

definition prevented them from voicing discontent. Consequently female double-discourse 

became the lingua franca of Victorian women, so commonplace that male writers began to 

   g         g             o    f        ˮ (   w   667). I   o     t to the idea of the 

traditional heroine, Becky Sharp is a character defined by the female duplicity, the very 

essence of this “ o    -    o    ˮ. Wollstonecraft call women slaves in a political and civil 

     . So  w     o         v ,       g                     v  wo   ,    v   , “           

[...] o       oo       ow  ,                           x    o    o o               w  ” 

(Wollstonecraft 297).             g      g             g wo   ,          “   o         , 

        g ow w            o   f   ˮ (Wollstonecraft 297). On similar grounds, and in line 

with his critique against societal structures, Thackeray blames patriarchy for causing female 

duplicity, since men are responsible for educating women to become dishonest. In Vanity 

Fair, Thackeray focuses on female duplicity regarding turning female virtue and purity into a 

mean of seduction. For instance, this is exactly what Becky Sharp effectively does as she 

attempts to seduce Joseph Sedley, and manipulate him into marrying her; “Dow       ,     , 

they went, Joseph very red and blushing, Rebecca very modest, and holding her green eyes 

downwards. She was dressed in white, wit         o          w          ow ‒            of 

 o   ,     o          o     ,            v  g             ˮ (Thackeray 25). Becky is fully 

aware of how to use her femininity, as a mean for                 “      [ ]         v  

position of desiring subjec ˮ (D   392)               g  of “        -initiated bonds of 

  x          ” (Dee 392). However, in Vanity Fair, it is not only Becky, nor exclusively 

female characters, who             x                      v        , o  “               x    

 o q     ” (Jadwin 666). For instance, George Osborn, is prepared to commit adultery during 

his honeymoon (Jadwin  666).  
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 In contrast, Elizabeth Bennet never uses her sexuality to manipulate or to get her way. 

In fact, Susan  o g     g               ʼ   ov   ,         g Pride and Prejudice, entirely 

lack any sexual implications. The female virginity, was at the time, the very essence of what 

protected the female character integrity, and according to Morgan, Austen, unlike Thackeray, 

takes a conscious step away from eighteenth-century literary tradition, where the plots  of the 

novels could only to be initiated by either a man or a fallen woman (347). However, 

rightfully, Morgan does not suggest that Austen completely excludes feelings of passion in 

her novels, but merely sexual implications which would define her characters according to the 

literary norm (351). 

Although, more subtle and  not as obvious as in Vanity Fair, Pride and Prejudice also 

includes a foil character to contrast the heroine Elizabeth Bennet: Jane, the eldest of the 

Bennet sisters. The contrastive relationship between the sisters is accounted for by Gilbert and 

G    , w o q     f        f                  “       v ,          , q                   g 

appear                     g     j  g      ” (157),             “q    ,   w     g  o  x      

          o         ,     o   v  of                  of  o  ” (157). Jane resembles the idea of 

the traditional heroine, and her character is very much similar to that of Amelia Sedley. She is 

as an admired beauty: “ʻYou           g w        o         o   g            oo ,ʼ  aid Mr. 

D    ,  oo   g                          . ʻO ! S           o         f            I  v   

      !ʼˮ (Austen 6), as she is naive, and she always sees the good in the world and in other 

people. Her character traits makes impersonate femininity as the passive and helpless woman.  

ʻN  ʼ               , ʻthis is not fair. You wish to think all the world 

respectable, and are hurt if I speak ill of anybody. I only want to think you 

perfect, and you set yourself against it. Do not be afraid of my running into any 

excess, of my encroaching on your privilege of universal good-will. You need 

not. There are few people whom I really love, and still fewer of whom I think 

well. The more I see the world, the more I am dissatisfied with it; and every day 

confirms my belief of the inconsistency of all human characters, and of the little 

dependence that can be placed on appearance of merit or sense. (Austen 84) 

Austen, who is more sympathetic to her characters, than Thackeray is, lets the relationship 

between her heroine and her foil character function in a more subtle manner. Unlike Becky 

Sharp, Elizabeth has a very sincere and affectionate relationship with her foil character, and 

she compares herself to Jane and the goodness of her character.       ʼ  sympathetic 

       o  of            ʼ        o     ,       cording to Edmund Wilson, be seen as an 

example to illustrate her   o  o              . H    g         “     x                    
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relationships imagined by her [Austen] in her novels is always en experience of relationships 

of blood, of which that between sisters is                o          f   ˮ (39). Nevertheless, 

the foil character of       ʼ     o    serves her purpose, as          ʼ  f         ,             

Victorian definition, becomes subdued in   g   of     ʼ                       , bordering on 

the masculine. 

By implementing these foil characters and letting them function as the opposites of the 

heroines in both novels, Austen and Thackeray both effectively show their displeasure at the 

system of patriarchy in which women become the submissive sex. By satirically contrasting 

         o      o    v     g        of f         ,         o             “  -f       ˮ        of 

the characters of their heroines, and thus challenge prevailing gender roles. While Austen is 

more subdued in her satire against the submissive female stereotype, Thackeray not only 

satirizes the idea of the traditional heroine, but also lets Becky Sharp directly mock any signs 

of weakness among her fellow characters. 

That Austen is more subtle than Thackeray in both her satire and in her critique against 

society is indisputable. Austen has been accused not only of being emotionally immature, but 

also of moving too much in the female parlors, making her lame critique towards society fall 

flat. Charlotte Brontë was very harsh in her description of Pride and Prejudice    “      f     

fenced, highly cultivated garden, with neat borders and delicate flowers; but no glance of a 

   g  , v v        og o  ,  o o     o     ,  o f        ,  o          ,  o  o        ˮ (as 

cited in Gilbert and Gubar 109). Professor Julia Prewitt Brown, however, is uncomfortable 

w          ʼ   ov    being dismissed as “ ow      accommodations” with the patriarchal 

order (304). I        ʼ  defense, Prewitt Brown argues that her subdued societal satire means 

that        o    ,                          , “live by contradiction and master it, rather than 

letting               ˮ (304). Gilbert and Gubar agrees that Austen was one of the prominent 

female nineteenth-century writers w o “managed the difficult task of achieving true female 

literary authority by simultaneously conforming to and subverting patriarchal literary 

         ˮ (109). Had not Gilbert and Gubar only dealt with female authors, I would have 

agreed with Jadwin, who suggests that they, in fact, could include Thackeray in their 

conclusion (672). Unlike she did Austenʼ , Brontë recognized Thackeray’  sharp societal 

critique in Vanity Fair. In fact, Brontë held Thackeray in such high regard that she even 

dedicated her second edition of Jane Eyre to him, “    f      o       g      o  of        ‒    

very master of that working corps who would restore to rectitude the warped system of 

thingsˮ (Brontë 6). 
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Wo   ʼ         o , sexuality, submissiveness, and marriage are as interrelated in a 

patriarchal structure as they are central to both Pride and Prejudice and Vanity Fair. Austen 

begins Pride and Prejudice by introducing the ideas on which her satire against society rests: 

“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, 

mu         w    of   w f ˮ (1). H   o          o                “ f       g       wo   ʼ  o    

      ,      g      w             of    o ˮ (129). This is in fact the profession both Austen and 

Thackeray assign their heroines, even though neither Elizabeth Bennet nor Becky Sharp are 

willing to settle in marriage, as they both know their choice of marriage partner will be crucial 

for their position in life.  

However, what really separates the two are their reasons for marrying. On the one hand, 

Elizabeth seems to be more driven by love and she recognizes the importance of mutual 

respect between marriage partners. In this she also has the support of her father who, in spite 

of prevailing gender roles,    o   g            ʼ      g         f    w   .   .        does not 

only support her refusal of Mr. Collinsʼ    o o   : “                    v       fo    o , 

Elizabeth. From this day you must be a stranger to one of your parents. Your mother will 

never see you again if you do not marry Mr. Collins, and I will never see you again if you doˮ 

(Austen 70). He also supports her marriage to Mr. Darcy, after assuring himself that she acts 

on her own free will: 

ʻL    ,ʼ          f     , ʻI have given him my consent. He is the kind of man, 

indeed, to whom I should never dare refuse anything, which he condescended to 

ask. I now give it to you, if you are resolved on having him. But let me advise 

you to think better of it. I know your disposition, Lizzy. I know that you could 

be neither happy nor respectable, unless you truly esteemed your husband; 

unless you looked up to him as a superior. Your lively talents would place you 

in the greatest danger in an unequal marriage. You could scarcely escape 

discredit and misery. My child, let me not have the grief of seeing you unable to 

respect your partner in life. Yo    ow  o  w     o        o  .ʼ (Austen 234) 

On the other hand, although Thackeray ironically speaks of her youth and innocence “    

nineteen as yet, unused to the art of deceiving,  oo     o             !ˮ (Thackeray 18), the 

manipulative Becky is driven by greed and marries for money. Unlike Elisabeth, Becky is an 

orphan who cannot rely on parental support in her choice of marriage partner. In her solitude 

she therefore reflects on her future, and fantasizes over her forthcoming success: “        w   

     o           o       f      fo     v   o   of     f      fo        f,‒ o       w     

scandalised that, in all her castles in the air, a husband was the principal inhabitant. Of what 
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       v   o  g         o         o  ,             ? Of w          o                   ? ʻI 

           ow       ,ʼ      R      ˮ (84). O     g  n, Thackeray mocks the prevailing 

stereotype of the submissive woman and lets the independent Becky function as a contrast to 

her. 

Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy marries as equals, and Elizabeth therefore does not only 

       f       v             ,           o        f   f o               v  of       f       ʼ. 

Wollstonecraft argues that  

marriage will never be held sacred till women being brought up with men, are 

prepared to be their companions, rather than their mistresses; for the mean 

doublings of  cunning will ever render them contemptible, whilst oppression 

renders them timid. So convinced am I of this truth, that I will venture to 

predict, that virtue will never prevail in society till the virtues of both sexes are 

founded on reason; and, till the affection common to both are allowed to gain 

their due strength by the discharge of mutual duties. (294) 

By implementing equality between the sexes in her novel, ideas similar to those of 

Wollstonecraft, Austen successfully uses her satire to rebel against patriarchal structures 

forcing women to choose fortune over love and mutual respect in marriage. In her position, 

Elizabeth, as the submissive sex, should have accepted thankfully any marriage offer that 

would secure her future provision. But not only does Elizabeth refuse   . Co     ʼs marriage 

offer, she also refuses the rich and powerful   . D    ʼ  f       o o   ,        o    o    o o   

to her as an equal, regarding neither sex, nor class: “ʻI   g      w      q    ,ʼ            , 

ʻw   w     o  v               of off     g             g   ,  o    o    o               ou 

liked me against your will, against your reason, and even against your character?ʼˮ (Austen 

118). By letting her heroine refuse Mr. Darcy, and along with him, his fortune, Austen stays 

firm to the belief she shares with Wollstonecraft that virtue should be founded on reason, and 

that neither party should enter a marriage, unless they are prepared to become companions on 

equal terms. 

When Mr. Darcy first proposes to Elizabeth, she answers him with contempt, and 

expresses her disfavoring feelings towards him:  

ʻFrom     v      g     g‒f o      f      o    , I        o      ‒of    

acquaintance with you, your manner, impressing me with the fullest belief of 

your arrogance, your conceit, and your selfish disdain of the feelings of others, 

were such as to form the groundwork of disapprobation on which succeeding 

events have built so immovable a dislike; and I had not known you for her 
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month before I felt that you were the last man in the world whom I could ever be 

   v       o      .ʼ (Austen 120) 

In, the subsequent months, however, Elizabeth radically changes her feelings towards Mr. 

Darcy to those of affection. Here, the irony in this lies in the fact that Elizabeth develops these 

affections towards Mr. Darcy almost entirely in his absence. With the months passing, 

Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy only meet on a few brief occasions, yet her feelings towards him 

grows with affection. However, it is not until after seeing the grand grounds of Pemberley, 

that Elizabeth truly gives in to her altered feelings: “             o         f          o    

         of P           g       o      gˮ (Austen 150). Even Elizabeth herself with some 

irony admits to her sister Jane that it had been the view of his estate that made her love for 

  . D     g ow: “I            o   g o   o g        ,      I          ow w         g  .     I 

     v  I              f o     f          g           f   g o        P        ” (       232). I 

agree partly with Greenfield who argues that Eliz     ʼ      g  of       is fueled by the fact 

“that D    ’s absence has ignited new thoughts—       ,         o      o  ’s 

disappearance, her own mind is enlargedˮ (337). However, I would also suggest that Austen 

uses her heroine to critique the urge of marrying for financial security, as even her heroine 

perhaps unconsciously bends to the marital pressure caused by the patriarchal structures 

prevailing at the time.  

Thackeray, uses his satire to point at the dangers of underestimating women in their 

      g          .    w                     g            “           ov  f      o    ” (671), 

                         “   o          q      q       g    f    o ” (671). She argues, that in 

Vanity Fair, “          o ,   o    g         o    of               ,          o  x         

wo         oo         o  x               g    o         ” (671). Nevertheless, in contrast to 

Elizabeth, Becky is very clear about the fact that what drives her to marrying is financial 

security, and to advance in the class system, and therefore she is a representative of 

         ʼ     g  of dangerous women: “If   .  o     Sedley is rich and unmarried, why 

  o    I  o           ?ˮ (Thackeray 19). Becky is, however, unsuccessful in her pursuit of 

Mr. Sedley, but manages to gain the affection of two other men. Colonel Rawdon Crawley, 

amazed           o           , f         ov  w       : “H   wo    w    o        o    ,     

             o                  f        g         w   o ˮ (Thackeray 149), while his father, 

Sir Pitt Crawley, wants Becky to the extent that, in his own words, “I    ʼ  git on without 

 o ˮ (Thackeray 139). Thackeray depicts this love-triangle with excruciating irony, as Becky 

has to refuse the proposal of the latter, owing to her hasty decision to secretly marry the first. 

To reach her vain goal of wealth and social advancement, Becky would have prospered as 
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Lady Pitt Crawley. However, she becomes a victim of her own greed and marries Rawdon 

Crawley in the belief that he will be the sole heir of his aunt’s fortune. Here, Thackeray like 

Austen mocks the patriarchal structures that makes marriage a wo   ʼ    v    oo . I    

societal structure where women depend on men for their financial provision, one can argue 

that Becky, although she seems driven by greed and vanity, merely acts on her survival 

instinct. Even so, Thackeray stays true to his harshness towards his heroine, as she really is 

the one that is negatively affected by the situation at hand as, ironically enough, her husband 

becomes disinherited as punishment for marrying her. Also, Thackeray effectively adds to the 

irony as he   f     o R w o  C  w   ʼ         o   fo            g     “o   of      o        

    o   w     w          v   o    o           o   o  of      g        ʼ    og     ˮ (149). In 

contrast, it becomes clear that Becky has not married Rawdon for love, and her calculated 

marriage scheme fades in comparison with what she must turn down: “If                 of 

   o   g      o   ’     g           o                  o  g         wo   ,       ,        

we may respect the agonies of a young woman who has lost the opportunity of becoming a 

   o   ’  w f ” (Thackeray 146).  

Since English women at this period depended on marriage for financial provision, not 

only courtship but also their time out in society became central elements in their lives. In their 

criticism towards society and its vanity, both Austen and Thackeray use their heroines to 

challenge the status of class and money. In doing so, both authors follow the well-known 

satire of the Roman poet Horace, who in his epistles challenged the idea of class being 

automatically related to decency. I      f            , Ho     w o   “    f         g     o g   

money: virtue comes  f          ˮ (25). In Pride and Prejudice, the unmarried Elizabeth and 

her sisters, all need to show off in their best manners in order for them to attract eligible 

    o  .             o    ʼ   x               o  w f          off        g     ,     f       o   

not entirely follow the social conventions of young women entering social life, which also the 

 o     o                       , L    C             o  g , g v    x      o  fo : “   !     , 

all five out at once? Very odd! And you only the second. The younger ones out before the 

      o               !ˮ (       103). I        of     ,    ten, by building up her satire, 

problematises the prevailing idea of the time that wealth and manners were closely related. 

Austen, uses her heroine to visualize how admirable conduct is not a product of wealth, and 

                 of          ʼ          r is constant throughout the novel. According to Joanna 

Trollop, Austen has no titled characters in any of  her novels, including Pride and Prejudice, 

who are models of admirable conduct, and that her characters from the lower class, including 

Elizabeth, often are more well behaved (53). However, Elizabeth, like Becky, also has the 
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guts to defy authority. For instance, when she defies Lady Catherine and her disapproval of 

          g     w          f       . D    .: “          g  o        w, I   o     o  

co            f    q      g            . H       g        ; I      g        ʼ     g    ;  o f   

w       q   ” (       220). Sarah R Morrison argues that Austen effectively uses her 

characters as synonyms for an entire class, or a way of life (338). Thus, as her heroine defies 

certain members of society, Austen directs her satire towards the class or way of life, that the 

character is a representative of. The title of the novel, reflects the flaws that Austen attributes 

to her titled characters, namely the vain character traits of pride and of prejudice. 

Furthermore, Trollop argues that o   of       ʼ         o    g         v     g  o       

structures, is that success should be earned, rather than provided by lineage and wealth (53).  

Unlike Becky Sharp, Elizabeth is a character of high integrity, and although well 

behaved, she does neither pretend, nor change her behavior in order to fit into any society. 

Austen shows her readers that she really sympathizes with her heroine, as she lets her keep 

her au              o g o        ov  .       ʼ  f            ,    o        o          ʼ    o   

ending as a success, while Becky Sharp faces an unhappy ending. Although, the root in 

         ʼ            o                g  with Mr. Darcy, Austen satirizes marriage as the sole 

 o     of f               . I        ʼ               g     o    o   of             , w     

  ov     fo          f     ,         o    o    gg     “            o f                    

   o    ʼ                      of      ov                   appiness depends upon so much 

more than the character, disposition, or continued affectio  of               ˮ (344). 

Thackeray uses his heroine to c             “  o     ” obtained by the members of 

society. Fo           , w o  o              “  o ”, “  o     ”                   “     

vanity [which] signals the proc    of f           f     ” (Co   139). Sarah Rose Cole refers 

 o          g  o ʼ  (1864)   f     o  of “S o         ”    “          of ʻ         g  o    

higher in the social scale than you r         ʼ” (Cole 139). This is exactly what Becky does as 

she happily constructs the illusion of  being a woman of class. She takes advantage of the 

Crawley family name, and wrongfully calls herself a Lady, as she advances within the class 

               “accommodated herself  to polite life as if her ancestors had been people of 

fashion for centuries past - and [...] from her wit, talent and energy, indeed merited a place of 

 o o      V      F   ” (        y 348).  

 I  “V      F   ˮ, as Thackeray chooses to label the parlors of the upper class with a 

       o         o  ow   f o        ’   o        go   Pilgrim’s Progress, the female 

Becky Sharp becomes the reflection of the vain members of society as she vividly represents 

their urge to show off: her “debut was, on the contrary, very brilliant. She arrived very late. 
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Her face was radiant; her dress perfection. In the midst of the persons assembled, and the eye-

glasses directed at her, Rebecca seemed to be as cool and collected as when she used to 

             P      o ʼ         g      o       ˮ (Thackeray 282). This is a way for Becky to 

        “g      fo  g   o  ”  o “       [      f]    o      q   [ ], o   v         [ ] of [   ] 

     o        o    ” (Co   144). Thackeray uses her to satirize activities he thought of as 

offensive in society, such as gambling, hypocrisy and seduction as means to advance in class. 

Some of these activities are seen as particularly male, and as Thackeray uses his heroine to 

criticize snobbery, he also challenges prevailing gender roles,    o g  “     gression of 

gender bo        ” (Cole 147). Co    x            “     g     o  of g       o        ” 

mainly as male vanity bordering on female character traits. However, this expression also 

apply  o      , w o   “                   o                  v o      g               g      

reve      o       o        o           o  ” (Co   163). 

Even though she is married, Becky uses her femininity to seduce male characters if she 

believes it can benefit her ambitions, o   o “       ov     ”, (   w   682) w o “              

gloves and flowers, [and] went in debt for opera- ox   fo     ” (     eray 505). In fact, she 

manages to seduce all of vanity fair (Jadwin 678). Her scrupulousness is frequently displayed, 

for instance, when she seduces George Osborne, the husband of her only friend Amelia 

S     : “H   w f    w     o                 of      o q   -scene. It was quite natural that 

George   o     o      R      ʼ    q      o g           f     f ow   :    w    o  o           

had done twenty times before in the course of the last few days; but now it was too much for 

herˮ (Thackeray 284). Continuing on the ideas of gender reversal and class advancement, 

Cole argues that it is no coincidence that Becky and George Osborn is attracted to each other, 

since they are the most determined social climbers in Vanity Fair (162). Furthermore, she 

argues that Thackeray uses them both to mark “the crossing of class borders as unnatural by 

connecting snobbery [...] to the more obvious unnaturalness of gender reversal” (Co   162). 

         “                  of g           g     o         f o       o     o  of G o g      

Becky: The man who has eyes only for his own beauty, and the woman with the penetrating 

g   , w o           ʻg g ʼ of          o j   ” (Co   159). In addition, patterns of gender 

reversal can also be observed in the relationship between Becky and her husband Rawdon. As 

their son is born, Becky once more shows her unfeminine character traits, as she lacks 

motherly affection for him. Instead the narrator speaks of how “R w o ʼ                 

g ow  ” (          365)       v           o    v  g w             . 

For a while it seems as though life smiles on      , w o    o    “    g           o   

        of   g    wo   ” (          347)    ,    P    ,     “ oo    v       rt and leading 
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position in the society of that capital, and was welcomed at some of the most distinguished 

 o     of         o    F       o      ” (          361). Eventually she is even presented at 

court. Soon, however, “        w      v       o      . Some people, who took the trouble to 

busy themselves in the matter, said that she was the criminal; whilst others vowed that she 

w         o              ,              o  o           w      f    ” (          649). As her 

“                 o     v                 ,            g   of        o             v       ” 

(Thackeray 668), she struggles to keep up her fancy facade. Her husband abandons her, she is 

followed by dept and eventually her life in society ends. I        of      ʼ  high ambitions, 

and the fact that Mrs. Hook Eagles and her husband subsequently take her in, with the hope of 

 o        g          o “     [   ]      g                of v          goo        ˮ (          

651), her tale does not have a happy ending, and here lies the essence of this irony.      ʼ  

unfortunate lineage haunts her throughout the novel, and she, unlike the titled characters, has 

no inherited rank to fall back on when she falls in disgrace (Cole 144). At the end of Vanity 

Fair, the narrator reminds the reader of the fact that Becky, who lives her life almost as a 

“v g  o  ” (Thackeray 654),                   “wild, roving nature” (Thackeray 660) from 

her Bohemian parents. Also, her advancement in society is in vain, as she, although no longer 

as despised for her social heritage, she is instead despised for her dishonesty and lack of 

moral. Pietka suggests that, by letting Becky Sharp move in and out of the categories normal 

       o    ,                  g                  o  wo           V   o      o     , “    

the absurdity in limiting women to being eit      g    o   o      ” (241), and that he by 

 o  g  o “          V   o      o           w o   fo         g            f o  w         women 

 v         f   ˮ (241). 

In conclusion, by using different satirical approaches,       ʼ               ʼ , 

characterizations of their two heroines Elizabeth Bennet in Pride and Prejudice and Becky 

Sharp in Vanity Fair are very different from each other. F o    f                 v ,       ʼ  

             ʼ           v      o  o                   g  g       o   ,                

femininity in a patriarchal societal context. Both novels concern central aspects in female 

          o ,         wo   ʼ         o , f        x                 g . How v  ,          

of their similar focus of attack in their criticism of societal structures, their different 

approaches to satire very much colours the characterizations of their heroines. Austen takes a 

conscious step away from eighteenth-century literary tradition, where the plots  of the novels 

could only to be initiated by either a man or a fallen woman, while Thackeray stays true to 

this tradition, and herein lies the true difference between these heroines. Austen, on the one 

hand, is very subdued and nuanced in her satirical approach, which is visible in her 
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sympathies with her heroine. Elizabeth keeps her authenticity, her pure intentions and her 

high integrity throughout the novel, while Becky is a very manipulative character, who is 

driven by vanity. Thackeray on the other hand, has a very harsh satirical approach, and he is 

also very harsh towards his heroine, and in his characterization of her. Although Thackeray 

uses his heroine to challenge patriarchal structures, Becky is in fact the one character that is 

punished the most in Vanity Fair. In Pride and Prejudice there is an overall female focus and 

Austen reduces the characterizations of the male characters, and instead focuses on her 

heroine to mock the challenges young middle class women face in the patriarchal societal 

structures during the periods of the Napoleonic Wars. Similar critique is raised by Thackeray, 

but he also aims his criticism at the snobbery and vanity of the upper class, regarding both 

sexes. Austen and Thackeray also build up their characterizations very differently as Elizabeth 

is mostly characterized through the opinions of the other characters, while Becky is also 

characterized by          ʼ         v        o  and the tone towards her is constantly harsh. 

Although they construct their satire very differently, Austen and Thackeray, by siding with 

Wollstonecraft, both successfully satirize feminine ideals in the patriarchal structures of 

society during the time of the Napoleonic wars. 
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